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BY SIR DOUGLAS BUSK 

OLLOWING last year's expedition to the Sierra Nevada de Merida 
(see A.J. 67. 28o), another tripwasmadetothesemountainsin Feb
ruary, I 963. This time the emphasis was intended to be on instruc

tionratherthan on the search for new routes. Several of the members of 
the previous party were able to attend Band, Busk, Nott, and Uzca
tegui; newcomers were Sidney Whitaker (British Council, Caracas), 
Roger Fairest (University of the Andes, Merida) and Carlos Lacruz 
(Ministry of Public Works, Caracas); Franco Anzil was unfortunately 
detained in Italy, as was Jean Paul Gardinier in Paris. 

In addition, eight Venezuelan undergraduates were invited from the 
University of the Andes; unhappily only six managed to make it. 

Cupertino and Desiderio again came as porters and six others \Vere 
employed for the carry to camp from the Pico Espejo. 

Camp was pitched by the advance party on the same site as the year 
before. There was just room for five compact Finnish tents and two 
older unwieldy contraptions. The walls round cooking and feeding 
areas were heightened and flies rigged over them, which proved useful, 
as snow fell on three days. On the whole weather was good, but with 
more cloud than the year before, which reduced day temperatures, so 
there were less headaches and lassitude. 

The advance party traversed Pico Bolivar, up by the Garganta Bour
goin and the South ridge (now more difficult than in earlier years owing 
to the partial disappearance of the easy snow ridge and a rock-fall below 
the summit) and down by the ordinary (W eiss) route. The rest of the 
time before the arrival of the students was devoted to the selection of a 
suitable training rock route close to the camp and the finding of an ex
cellent site for practising roping down. The near-by tongue of the 
Timoncito glacier provided the ice school over which Band was to 
preside. 

When the students arrived instruction was given in knots and roping, 
and they were taken in relays up the rock pitches with instructors at every 
belay, and then launched down the rappels. Ascents were later made 
of Pico Bolivar and the Garganta Bourgoin. Fairest and Whitaker also 
made an ascent of Abanico from the Garganta Bourgoin, avoiding the 
steep initial step in the ice ridge on the west side ; this is easier than 
Band's eastern route of last year. 

Enthusiasm among the students did not long endure and on the last 
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day only two remained. The ascent of Abanico by the South-west face 
(see photo, A.J. 67. 283) was repeated by Band, Fairest, Lacruz and Nott, 
while Busk and Whitaker filmed the climb an attempt was made to 
keep a complete movie record to add to that of the previous year. 

As before, the city authorities in Merida, of which one member of the 
party had just been elected Freeman, and the administration of the 
teleferico extended every possible help in the latter case the running of 
special trains up and down for the party with its mountainous equipment. 

This year ' Superbleuet' stoves were used to the complete satisfaction 
of all save Band, who persisted in alarming his companions by the 
emission of three-foot flames from his private prim us. 

Two transistor ' walkie-talkies ' of very small bulk, weighing less than 
zlb. each, were a useful innovation. In tests near Caracas they had been 
found to have a range of at least a mile provided the sets were 'inter
visible'. In the mountains this range was exceeded and the sets even 
functioned when there was an intervening rock ridge (e.g. from camp to 
Pico Espejo ). It was found, however, that a high wind interfered con
siderably with reception, even when the earphone was used instead of 
the loud-speaker. In favourable conditions one could converse with 
Merida from Pico Espejo (difference in altitude I I ,ooo ft., and nearly 
five miles in the direct line of sight). There seemed very little inter
ference from the electrical equipment of the teleferico on the fixed I I m. 
wavelength. Electrical interference in bUilt-up areas is however very 
severe. On one occasion a party was ' coached' by an instructor re
clining comfortably with a pair of binoculars on his Lilo in camp a 
thousand feet below. Such very light and portable sets which can hang 
like a camera under a vvindjacket from a strap round the neck could be 
very useful in emergencies. These particular sets were made by Hitashi 
of Japan, and the cost locally was £z8 for a pair; this would no doubt be 
much higher in the U.K. owing to import duty and purchase tax . 
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